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About This Game

Choose your side in the epic war between two masterminds of Evil: apprentice-gone-rogue Orville Tycoon and his army of
heavy-duty zombies, or his vengeance-thirsty mentor Professor Brainhov and his rioting mass of twitchy brain-munchers.

Triumph over other players in adrenaline-charged MULTIPLAYER DEATHMATCHES and seal the fate of the last survivors
of Finkleville in the SINGLE PLAYER CAMPAIGN as you:

- STRATEGIZE the perfect combination of 6 different types of zombie squads: samurai, scavenger, scout, engineer, brawler
and cleaner

- CONQUER the massive multiplayer map
- MASTER the badass Monster (Hero unit) that best fits your play style

- UNLEASH a huge horde of zombies on your opponent with the ultimate Dead Rush ability
- EXPERIENCE a thrilling storyline that sets classic hulking zombies against frantic modern zombies

- DEFEAT the epic bosses to prove your worth as the true alpha mad scientist

Pick your faction, Monster, strategy, and find out who gets to become King of the Undead!
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Title: Zombie Tycoon 2: Brainhov's Revenge
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Frima Studio
Publisher:
Frima Studio
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32 or 64 bits / Win Vista / Win 7 / Win 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 2GHz / AMD Turion II P540 Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 3870 / Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Very enjoyable but no ones ever on the multiplayer and you cant play with an AI player.
. I didn't have very high expectations of this game when I bought it, but I thought it would be fun for a friend of mine & me to
kill some time with. I was pleasantly surprised to find this to be a good value for its price, especially since I picked'r up on sale.
The campaign is fun, fluid, & the VS is also a nice way to relax without distancing yourself too much from a gaming
atmosphere.

What I would have liked to see from this game? A coop mode against the humans or "rebel" zombies; I'd be willing to spend
another couple bucks on that dlc in a moment's notice.. Zombie Tycoon 2: Brainhov's Revenge is a fun, but simple and relatively
short, RTS (that\u2019s right, RTS not Tycoon. Not a clue why they did that, even after reading up on why they did do that).
Your first run through the game\u2019s 8 mission campaign, which is broke up between 2 different factions of 6 different types
of zombies for 4 missions each, will only be about 3-4 hours. There is some replay value in obtaining all the secondary objects if
you missed them the first time around but replaying the entire campaign again might only increase the life of this title to about
6-7 hours. It is a relatively cheap title though so I\u2019d say dollar-per-hour value is ok with this one. The real feature I say
about this title, which initially sold me and kept me going through til the end, is the graphic style and the crazy amount of
character put into almost every aspect of the game. Every unit in the game has a ton of personality which is more than I can say
for a lot of others games. The two scientists and their zombie minions made me chuckle several times in every cutscene. The
way the game looks and sounds reminds me a lot of Evil Genius which is an amazing game so good off to whoever created all
the models and behaviours of all the characters.
In conclusion I\u2019d fully recommend this game to anybody looking for a cheap, simple RTS that is exploding with charm
and personality and I really hope this company makes a sequel, a real tycoon game or another RTS, with expanded mechanics
aimed at a PC market.
. *Bug FIx if you're stuck*

This game is great in my opinion. I love the silly funny campain. I thought it was great and entertaining to play over all.

Bugs:
I Didn't have any problems with bugs or anything except for on one level as playing as the blue guys, the game would crash
every single time randomly but i fixed that by running the game in windowed mode for that level and then didn't have anymore
problems after that. I hope it works for you guys too because it really irrated me that i coudn't finish the game.. Simple RTS
probably worth playing for the campaign. Sadly limited to only a few units at a time due to controller-focused control scheme.
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